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Bad-doings of Do-gooders

Abstract
Do-gooders invest energy in their non-intimate social circle, while acting coldly,
aggressively and demandingly, especially toward their spouses and children. Seven brief
case histories of do-gooders are followed by a discussion of their possible motives
(narcissism, lack of crystallized self, anxiety created by intimacy, power struggle,
pseudoaltruism, workaholism) and their family dynamics.

How is it possible that persons famous for their unparalleled generosity towards the sick and the
poor are a constant source of frustration for their spouses and children? How can one explain the
phenomenon of the woman who is always ready to extend a helping hand to any needy stranger,
yet refuses to succor members of her immediate family? What lies behind a man's readiness to
invest limitless time and energy in aiding his friends and neighbors, while his wife's pleas go
unheeded?
Clients in therapy often talk about parents as paragons of good deeds. These parents adopt animals
and people, invest energy in strangers and in the non-intimate social circle surrounding them.
Their fame as righteous men and women is widespread. Yet in their families they are perceived as
cold, destructive, aggressive, poisonous and very demanding, especially towards spouses and
children. They seem to lack the ability to form an intimate relationship. In a similar vein, both
husbands and wives in couple therapy often bring up the paradox of the immediate family being
the only neglected target in their spouses' "altruistic" life style.
Cases from my clinical practice of family therapy illuminate this apparent paradox. They are
followed by a discussion of possible individual motives and family dynamics.
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Clinical cases
1)

The identified patient (IP) is the 17-year-old (youngest) delinquent son of A, a divorced
mother of two. During therapy A and her children agreed that their central underlying pain
was the result of A's inability to extend and to accept affection, while being very demanding.
Later on A indicated that her need to take without giving is actualized by her hoarding
shoplifted objects. When a gifting occasion arises, she hands out only stolen presents to her
children and friends. Further analysis brought out that A had never received any love,
understanding or support from her mother, who was a renowned do-gooder. The mother
would invest time, money, energy and attention to help anyone in need, yet was
unapproachable both to her passive and "inferior" husband and to her daughter. A felt that
she had to take from others what should have been hers, yet was freely given to strangers.
She felt that any love, attention or material presents given by her to others would leave her
empty. A's middle-aged younger brother is divorced and lives with his parents. A’s dogooder mother was not seen in therapy, and the circumstances having lead to her behavior
are unknown to us.

2)

B's 15-year-old daughter (the IP) attempted suicide every time her teachers criticized her.
During therapy the daughter's fusion with B became evident: Both B and her daughter
practiced self-effacement in response to belittling. B was constantly occupied by self-blame
and suicidal ideation, while outwardly agreeing with any insult and blame aimed at her and
completely denying her anger. B's spouse continued the behavior pattern established by her
mother, thus reinforcing B's concept of her worthlessness. B's mother was always the first
who volunteered to cook for, to accompany, to visit or in other ways to assist anyone who
needed help in her small community. In her own family she ignored her husband and her
daughter, while symbiotically tying her youngest, now schizophrenic, son to herself.

3)

C is a second generation do-gooder. Her mother is a dedicated physician who ministers to the
sick both in and out of office, while constantly humiliating her only child and her husband. C
is an infant caregiver as well as the helper of every underdog, smothering them with care and
attention. She feels threatened by and aggressively belittles independent persons who have a
positive self-image. IP substitution occurred, starting with her cutting off her chronically
depressed husband, then cutting off her rebellious daughter, living finally with a grown-up,
unmarried son. Both husband and daughter were able to lead a healthy life after separation
from C.

4-5) D and E are also daughters of reputed do-gooders. D is married and has passed the 25 years
since her mother's death shut in at home with different ailments, inwardly apologizing for
being such a failure of a daughter to such an outstanding mother. D is unable to work and has
decided not to bear children. E (a mental health professional) is also haunted by guilt at the
emotional distance that had always existed between her and her wonderful, philanthropic
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mother, now dead. Those feelings were most crippling during sexual intimacy with her
husband, eventually causing virtual celibacy and the collapse of her marriage. Her eldest
daughter suffers from dog- and agoraphobias, and is socially dysfunctional.
6)

Less frequent, in our clinical experience, are male do-gooders. F is a social worker who also
acts as a volunteer worker with boy scouts and with juvenile delinquents. He devotes endless
hours to these tasks and opens the door of his home to every needy adolescent. He is
practically estranged from his own wife and two adolescent sons, one of whom has
developed a severe speech difficulty. His mother is the perfect hostess, active in social
causes. Two unmarried daughters live near her. F has refused to participate in the family
therapy initiated by his wife.

7)

In G's neighborhood there is hardly a house he has not assisted in building. G is a whitecollar worker, yet his skills as a handy-man are requested by all. He may be roused at night
to fix a car or a burst water pipe of the acquaintance of an acquaintance. Any maintenance
problems in G's home or car went unattended for months and years, and were eventually
repaired by professionals. Couple therapy focused on lack of closeness between G and his
immediate family, as well as on his pronounced absence from home.

The dynamics of good-doing
Wounded family members are astonished by the Jekyll-and-Hyde type behavior of the do-gooders.
They repeatedly ask themselves, how it is possible that such good and generous men and women
can be so ungiving and unresponsive within their families. These family members' most common
feelings are worthlessness, guilt and passive aggressiveness toward the do-gooder. Their emotions
are promoted by their interpretation of being less deserving of the do-gooders' attention than the
rest of the world.
In the following it must be kept in mind that the do-gooders themselves are rarely seen in therapy
and many of their characteristics are based on their families’ descriptions. Yet it is no less
important to become aware of their pain and loneliness, than to see the suffering of the family
members and to realize the circular nature of this phenomenon.
Here are then some possible, nonexclusive psychological descriptions of good-doers’ motivation.
It should be emphasized that do-gooders are likely to come from families of origin with poor
family dynamics, transmitting these to their own children. At the same time they are inevitably not
only the cause, but also the result of their nuclear families’ pain.
In an intimate dyad, dependence is reciprocal; one member needs the other and at the same time
feels needed. To need someone means to be healthily dependent, to empower others and to
relinquish control over them. Do-gooders are greatly threatened by the weakness they misperceive
others’ in such intimate relationships, and so distance themselves from the threatening
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relationships, while surrounding themselves with do-gooder ties. Helping the needy does not
demand reciprocity. Do-gooders can give without receiving, thus maintaining their "superior"
position. They control, they are being depended upon, they are empowered and "strong". The irony
of this situation is that do-gooders have the illusion of being independent and depended upon,
while from the therapeutic point of view their entire narcissistic existence depends on the
appreciation of their non-intimate social environment. Although in their social environment dogooders appear to have the very opposite of a narcissistic personality, a more profound
examination shows that they well conceal many narcissistic traits. According to DSM-IV
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000) the narcissistic personality possesses a grandiose sense
of self-importance, a sense of entitlement, is interpersonally exploitative and requires excessive
admiration.
The lack of a crystallized self (see Bowen, 1976) in do-gooders is more pronounced than in the
average person. This lack leads to a strong need to hide behind a pseudoself. Intimacy demands
mutual authenticity, while broad social popularity is based on facades. As they are unable to reach
intimacy with their spouse and children, do-gooders are angry, frustrated and frustrating. In order
to enhance their self-image (both for themselves and for their public), they invest their energies in
relationships that pose no such demands, while providing appreciation and respect. To preserve
self-esteem, they must construct a facade of above-average strength, virtue and self-sacrifice.
Combined with being labeled as a do-gooder, all of these social bonuses serve as a camouflage to
personalities who suffer from identity confusion, and cannot cope with intimacy (Erikson, 1968).
Do-gooders have a problem with their object relations and use needy people to satisfy their own
needs for taking center-stage and gaining social approval rather than holding an equal share within
their families.
Because of their inability to satisfy their family members' needs for closeness, and vice versa, dogooders are always threatened by an exposure of their own infirmity. Their spouses will show
symptoms of emotional starvation; their children may be aggressive, socially dysfunctional, or
depressed. These family members' discontent is a source of self-blame and of guilt feelings.
Giving absolves guilt feelings; receiving creates them. Do-gooders cannot deal with a give-andtake relationship, since it involves receiving, so they reject any closeness that holds within it the
threat of being seen as receiving, while frantically looking for relations that will provide them with
the role of solely giving. This is the defense mechanism of displacement, of giving to subjects who
are distant enough not to raise anxiety. Their nearly obsessive need to give helps them to shake off
their guilt feelings temporarily; similarly to other neurotic needs, it must be periodically satisfied.
Do-gooders are in a constant covert power struggle with their family members. While in their
wider social circle their worthiness goes unquestioned, their intimate circle suffers from their
emotional paralysis and proclaims their unworthiness in the family (by means of their different
pathological reactions). Do-gooders therefore have a need to build their own ego at their family's
expense: "If everybody respects and needs me, and you don't, then you (spouse, son, daughter) are
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in the wrong". Do-gooders' distancing their family members often has elements of abuse, cruelty,
belittling, and the taking away of their family members' sense of self-worth. All of this is
whitewashed by the overactive outgoing behavior. Not only does this balance their impotence
within the family with social popularity, thus protecting their self-image, but it also serves as an
Adlerian over-compensation in the form of a life style, covering one's inferiority.
Do-gooders’ self-acclaimed motivation could be considered pure altruism. Yet altruism as a
selfless virtue is greatly doubted by both psychoanalysts (see Freud, 1936) and social
psychologists (e.g., Hollander, 1981, pp. 20-271). The do-gooder's altruism, motivated as it is by
external rewards, such as social esteem and superiority over both family members and outsiders, as
well as by internal ones, such as self-esteem and the avoidance of guilt could at best be labeled
"pseudoaltruism" (Batson, 1987).
This process, more commonly observed in women, is reminiscent of workaholism (often
associated with men). Workaholics flee from intimacy by putting all their energy into timeconsuming jobs, receive economic and status-related rewards, and use their success and devotion
as proofs of their mental health and superiority when their spouses plead loneliness and emotional
neglect. Do-gooders who have the same need to avoid closeness yet are less career-oriented, are in
need of social rewards as proof of mental health. Both workaholics and do-gooders have the ability
to work yet seem to lack the ability to love and are therefore not emotionally healthy (failing
Freud's criterion of lieben und arbeiten for mental health). In all our cases we see an addiction.
Do-gooders go out of their way to find easily accessible causes for their help. They do not limit the
acts to a few hours or a certain amount of money but give up private life, thus permitting their
good deeds to swallow up their family life. In all those cases, do-gooders, like workaholics deny
all complaints of neglect and coldness from their families. Do-gooders tend to overlook the clash
between their families' need to come first in their priorities and their own need to put them last.
A family therapy approach to do-gooders focuses on the spousal dyad, as either the source or the
reinforcer of the phenomenon. The do-gooder may have chosen a passive, easily over-shadowed
spouse over whom he or she could assert prominence, or conversely the passive individual has
chosen a do-gooder out of a need for a complementary temperament. Alternatively, in a
symmetrical dyad, a do-gooder's spouse may choose workaholism as an escape from an
unfulfilling relationship. In both cases their coexistence sharpens their differences and makes
intimate communication less and less probable. Ironically, the do-gooder who has chosen a passive
spouse feels neglected and unappreciated. The motive for the marital choice is now the motive for
their failure as a couple, and the driving force for the do-gooder's increasing need for social
activities and reinforcements.
It would be unjust to analyze the do-gooders' plight without empathizing with their pain and
anxiety. Intimate family life demands of them interpersonal skills which they lack. They are active,
dominant individuals with high aspirations for social success and recognition, yet they do not
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possess the abilities to achieve their goals within their intimate circles. Their deep-rooted fear of
failure drives them towards the blind pursuit of social victories. In therapy, when confronted with
their family's demand for self-exposure, they feel naked. They express the feelings that once they
give up their do-gooder's acts, they will remain empty, unnoticed and completely worthless. They
do not believe in their ability to be close and important to someone without their conspicuous acts,
and some are haunted by the fantasy of completely disappearing. Their fears resemble elements of
a borderline personality.

Family dynamics
For a further understanding of the do-gooder phenomenon, we shall compare their family
dynamics with that of workaholics, both from an individual and a family therapy point of view.
Do-gooders share many characteristics with workaholics, who show obvious difficulties in
intimate relationships characterized by long absences from home, participation in family life only
at the instrumental level, lack of empathy with family members, expression of anger when asked to
share emotional processes; laying all social and emotional responsibilities on their spouses. When
at home, they are occupied by work and rest; family members having become used to not
involving them in emotional matters. They present themselves at home as key figures at their
workplace (active impotents in Cohen, 1987) and enjoy high estimation of their spouses and
children. Their families do not enjoy them as human beings due to their lack of closeness and
togetherness in family life, yet are proud of them and enjoy all the material and social benefits of
being related to an important person. Their spouses typically suffer from loneliness, but seeing
their highly successful mates, they tend to blame themselves. The children are underachievers
(often bringing the family into therapy), who, feeling over-shadowed and unappreciated by their
career-oriented, successful parent, elect to withdraw from any competition. Because the
workaholic and do-gooder parents neglect their emotional roles in the family, their spouses bear
the heavy load of providing the children with warmth and emotional coping to the best of their
ability. This creates a complementary rather than symmetrical marriage (see Watzlawick, Beavin
& Jackson 1967, as well as Kramer-Moore & Moore, 2002, pp. 51-57).
Do-gooders parallel workaholics in most respects. Their time, energy and emotional outlay are
directed at targets outside the family. At home, they are not emotionally available to their spouse
and children, being occupied both in thoughts and in conversation by external matters. They talk of
the misery and inferiority of others, of their own superiority and readiness to help, they make
demands on their family to identify with their causes, yet emphasize their family's incapability to
simulate them. They go out of their way to find needy people, yet are completely blind to the
emotional needs of both themselves and of their immediate family. They do not enjoy their family,
their family does not enjoy them. The dominant pattern of communication is one of blaming: Dogooders are blamed for the emotional void in the family, while blaming the family for their lack of
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good deeds and lack of appreciation of "goodness". They tend to be the dominant character in their
families because (unlike their workaholic counterparts) they do not relinquish the reins, insisting
on managing the family.
Do-gooders are incapable of close emotional ties, regard emotionality as a weakness. Their spouse
turns into a nonentity, because s/he is neutralized on the instrumental level, while being ridiculed
on the emotional one. The spouses' self-esteem is low, their inferiority contrived through the
dominant spouse's setting the family norms for worth. These marriages are also mostly
complementary. The do-gooder becomes increasingly active and dominant, the other spouse
falling into chronic depression and passivity (or passive aggressiveness). In the much more
common case of female do-gooders, since the father does not usurp the mother's unfulfilled
emotional tasks, the children are left in an emotional desert. The weak father is not a figure with
whom to identify, while the strong mother controls their every activity without nourishing them
emotionally. The result is daughters who are unable to compete or identify with their "perfect"
mothers, growing up with a sense of loneliness, low self-esteem, uncontrollable attacks of anger
toward their mothers and others. The sons are expected to compensate for the disappointing
fathers, cannot live their own lives freely, assuredly cannot identify with their weak fathers, and
are interminably controlled by their mothers' norms and expectations. Sons are protected against
intimacy with their mothers by social norms, husbands and daughters are not. Therefore the latter
are more threatening and need to be distanced by the do-gooder. Husbands and daughters represent
more competition than sons: Husbands are disappointing peers, while every daughter is a "younger
woman". Although husbands and daughters suffer deeply from the loneliness imposed on them and
from the loser's role in the competition, they can use their anger as a mechanism for much needed
freedom from control. Sons, however, while seemingly getting the better deal, are entrapped for
life.
In spite of the many parallels between do-gooders and workaholics, there are two significant
differences, which add to the family pain. One of the prominent symptoms of do-gooders is their
nesting and hosting behaviors. Many do-gooder acts may be performed in one's home. While
outwardly do-gooders might be viewed as homemakers, their emotional interest lies with outsiders
and so their family is in a double-bind. By inviting outsiders into their home and excelling in
giving, they combine their need to give lavishly to emotionally nonsignificant persons with
imprinting their superiority and generosity on their family members. Hosting brings the
appreciation into their own abode and crowns them as the winners in their eternal competition for
worth with their family members. It also creates for outside viewers the illusion of a healthy family
life. The "addiction" of workaholics is less visible to family members, as it centers on activities
outside the home. They invest their energies in a well-accepted realm; they may be said to
sublimate. Their family can hide behind the rationalization that the workaholics are industrious,
devoted people, sacrificing themselves for the sake of the family.
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Do-gooders displace their attention from those who regard themselves as entitled to it to other
relationships. This displacement necessarily produces envy and frustration within the family circle,
which feels robbed of its fundamental rights. The disappointed family members are likely to end
up hating both the robber and the recipients of the "goods". This explains the additional price paid
by the family for having a do-gooder amongst them: the family's increasing alienation from
society. A Heiderian P-O-X triangle (see Hollander, 1981, p. 108) is discernable here: The dogooder's positive bond with society and poor relationship with the nuclear family are balanced by
the latter's increasing alienation from society. "Society" is the do-gooders' special territory, thus
rendering it inaccessible to the rest of the family, as well as creating a competition for their time
and affection. A vicious circle is put in action: The more occupied do-gooders are with extrafamilial activities, the more antisocial the family becomes, and the more entrenched both they and
the rest of their family become in their respective (and opposed) positions. We are not familiar
with do-gooders who function well both within their family and in the larger society; if they exist,
they are unlikely to be in need of family therapy.
As shown in the above case histories, the process is transgenerational. A do-gooder parent will
damage at least one of the children’s capacity for intimacy, and the grandchildren will show
functional pathologies. It should be remembered that the do-gooders themselves were raised by a
parent. Similarly to other extreme behaviors, overwhelming generosity toward non-family should
be regarded as a symptom: Do-gooders excel at disguising their emotional incapacity. Laypersons
are always surprised when the son or daughter of an "exceptionally good person" shows symptoms
of emotional disturbance, communication difficulties, and dysfunctionality in behaviors that
involve basic trust. They are misled by the appearances, which have been so meticulously created
by do-gooders. The latter's capacity for pseudo-intimacy is so deceiving that even therapists may
be led astray.
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Ambiguity and Ambivalence

abstract
We can achieve a deeper understanding of the concept of ambivalence through its
comparison and contrast with the related concept of ambiguity. In addition to defining
both, via numerous illustrations this article shows proper uses, as well as confusions, of
these two highly important and yet overused theoretical constructs.

We can advance a more thorough understanding of the concept of ambivalence by an examination
of its frequent confusion with the related term of ambiguity. In spite of some resemblance at both
the conceptual and the phonetic levels, we should not interchange these terms; this becomes
apparent from a consideration of the nexus in which they properly stand. Loose usage, as well as
some notable exceptions notwithstanding (see below), ambivalence characterizes individuals,
while we associate ambiguity with their environment and their utterances.
At its conception, its originators used the term ambivalence as a characteristic of individuals
suffering from some type of psychopathology: schizophrenics (Bleuler, 1911/1950, pp. 53-55, who
coined the term Ambivalenz in German), melancholics (Freud, 1917/1959, p. 161 & p. 168),
obsessional neurotics (Freud, 1931/1959, p. 263), neurotics in general (Arlett, 1955, p. 16; Brody,
1956, p. 513). Later it became apparent that normal persons also exhibit ambivalence: small
children (Harriman, 1959; Flugel, 1962, p. 130), children during latency (Bornstein, 1951); entire
societies (Hanks, 1986); and indeed, every human being (Mowrer & Kluckhohn, 1944, p. 72;
Stekel, 1927/1949, p. 92; Roheim, 1950, pp. 430-432). Authorities differ in their opinion, some
claiming inevitability of ambivalence (e.g., Balint, 1959, p. 47, in adults; Brown, 1940, in
children; Kiell, 1969, in adolescents), while others mere frequency (e.g., Coleman, 1960, p. 154;
Fullager & al., 1959, p. 241; Guthrie, 1938/1972, p. 109).1

Keywords: ambivalence, ambiguity

1.

For more information on attitude theory and measurement, see Kaplan (1972); Kramer, Moore & Ber (1988), and
Moore (1973).
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Whether through the mechanism of pars pro toto (i.e. the "part for the whole" synecdoche) or
through simple association, a further change of usage has taken place through the years.
Ambivalence now frequently describes not only individuals but also their dreams (e.g., Bunker,
1948; Freud, 1923/1959, p. 140), feelings (Freud, 1912/1959, p. 320), motivation (Hebb, 1972),
culture (Charnay & al., 1967 re Arabs; McGregor, 1966 re Brazil), thought and words (Meerloo,
1952, p. 170), and behavior in general (e.g., Dollard & Auld, 1959, p. 116; Tinbergen, 1951, p.
50). An additional generalization has eventually resulted in applying the adjective ambivalent to
objects which appear to create ambivalence in the holders of attitudes, such as mirrors (Charlot,
1979, p. 211; Golden, 1967, pp. 8-9; Moore, 1983), doors (Moore, 1981), and symbols in general
(Hartlaub, 1951, p. 158; Kiell, 1969; Mircea, 1961).2
Ambiguity (from Latin ambigere: to drive around, both ways) has not undergone a similar process
of generalization. We apply it now, as others have ever since its earliest uses (circa 1400,
according to the Oxford English Dictionary), to describe not individuals, but rather aspects and
results of their highly varied activities. (E.g., Cubist art in Nicki & al., 1981; the concepts of
cognitive psychology in Guilford, 1982; projective tests in Veiel & Coles, 1982; professional roles
in Knott, 1986; requirement specifications in software development in Berry & Kamsties, 2004).
Not surprisingly, ambiguity itself shows signs of ambiguity. In his often quoted work Empson
(1930) described it as meaning "...an indecision as to what you mean, an intention to mean several
things, a probability that one or other or both of two things has been meant, and the fact that a
statement has several meanings" (p. 7). Many take the pervasiveness of ambiguity for granted.
Abraham Kaplan (in Kooij, 1971, p. 1) referred to it as "the common cold of the pathology of
language"3. Simpson (1984) argues that ambiguity (especially lexical ambiguity, i.e., some words
having two or more dictionary entries) "is extremely common in natural language". According to
Curley, Yates & Abrams (1986): "...ambiguity is present in many decision situations. In real life,
we rarely know what the outcome probabilities are". Linguists tend to agree about the inherence of
ambiguity in natural languages (e.g. Kooij, 1971, pp. 3-4), though they differ with respect to the
importance ambiguity has and whether it presents an obstacle to communication. (See also
Stoppard, 1967, p. 66, according to whom "Uncertainty is the normal state", as well as Levine,
1985, who in his book Flight from ambiguity argues that we systematically under-represent the
ambiguities of life.)
Despite their "differential diagnosis", we frequently find the two terms, ambivalence and
ambiguity, interchanged. In her study of the Bori, Monfouga-Nicolas (1972, p. 3; see also p. 344)
refers to the simultaneous expression of the sacred and of the profane as "l'ambiguite," only to

2.

See also sacrifice in Girard (1972); le dogme in Bastide (1972); adolescence in Kiell (1969); pathological mourning
in Volkan (1981); fire in Moore (1977 & 1979); tickling in Plessner (1970); the breast in Klein et al. (1970), Vienna
in Dryansky (1984); occupational medicine in Walsh (1986).

3.

Thomas (1979) held a different opinion, and went as far as calling ambiguity "the essential flavor of language" (p.
126).
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continue and quote, in the same context, Roheim’s claim: "L’ambivalence et les conflicts sont
inherents a la nature humaine" (see English translation in Roheim, 1950, pp. 431-432). Similarly,
Clayborough (1965) argues in one place that Swift’s A Tale of a Tub exhibits fundamental
ambivalence (p. ix), only to talk elsewhere about its prevailing ambiguity (p. 154). One can find
other cases of lack of differentiation between ambivalence and ambiguity in de Beauvoir (1948,
p.7), Chioles (1980-81, pp. 170-171), Epstein (1974), Hamnett (1967, pp. 381-382), Holden (1979,
p. 2481), Levi-Strauss (1958, p. 170; 1963, pp. 153 and 163), Meerloo 1952, p. 170), Murphy
(1947, p. 299), Peterson (1987), and Seung (1928, p. xi). Confusion has not spared fiction writers,
either: When Robbins (1994, p. 29) attributes ambiguity to his heroine, the context makes it clear
that he means ambivalence…
Translators, rather than the original authors, have brought about some interesting cases of
confusion. Plessner’s translator (Plessner, 1970), for example, inconsistently rendered the author’s
original Doppelwertigkeit (Plessner, 1961) sometimes as ambivalence, sometimes as double
meanings (p. 76), the latter constituting a dictionary definition of ambiguity. Levi-Strauss’ above
mentioned work further illustrates this point: While the author used ambivalente and equivoque as
interchangeable, his translator substituted ambiguous for the latter term.
Several instances of the careful use of both terms prove that one can avoid such confusion. White
(1970), for example, provided the following definition: "Two main types of dissonance should be
distinguished: dissonance between ideas (ambiguity) and dissonance between feelings
(ambivalence). Ambiguity can be defined as competition between two contradictory thoughts or
two images of the same thing... On the other hand, ambivalence can be defined as liking and
disliking the same thing at the same time" (pp. 291-2; italics in original. See also Raimy, 1948, for
a distinction between ambivalent vs. ambiguous self-references, as well as Conrad’s 1986 article
on a Russian story, "Turgenev’s Asja: ambiguous ambivalence…").4 In his introduction to
Melville’s novel, Pierre or, the Ambiguities (1852/1949), the noted psychologist Henry Murray
throws further light on the similarities between these two terms, and on the necessity to distinguish
between them:
Moral conflict... results in a division, an inflexible dualism, in all branches of feeling
and thought, which so influences the sufferer’s apperceptions, that every significant
object becomes ambivalent to him, that is, it both attracts and repels him, being
composed, as he sees it, of two contrary elements, one good and one evil, which
cannot be reconciled or blended... no whole-hearted embracement of anyone is
possible, and the constructive tendency toward synthesis and integration is perpetually
obstructed. This accounts for the majority of ambiguities (almost synonymous with
"ambivalences") in Pierre (p. ix).

4.

See also Erikson (1966): "…we suspect that in man the overcoming of ambivalence, as well as of ambiguity is one of
the prime functions of ritualization" (p. 339).
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Murray, of course, knew the difference between ambivalence and ambiguity, while Melville had
written of the latter before the former term became available.
The above has amply demonstrated both the importance and the ubiquity of the two theoretical
constructs under discussion. It has also shown the need to keep them separate. For, as Francis
Bacon (1677) remarked, "the ill and unfit choice of words wonderfully obstructs the
understanding…"
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Define Saving
Gezina van der Molen and Anneke Beekman:
History and Identity after WWII
Abstract
This article examines the motives behind Gezina (sometimes spelled Gesina) van der
Molen’s efforts on behalf of Jewish children in the final year-and-a-half of World War II,
her actions as head of the OPK, the Commission for War-foster Children, meaning the
post-war commission in charge of finding permanent homes for about 1500 young, JewishDutch war orphans, and her possible abuse of this powerful position in preventing the
return of Anneke Beekman, one of these children, to a Jewish home-environment.

The Beekman case is an extreme, but not unique, example of the struggle for custody of the body
and soul of a Jewish war orphan, which started in 1945, shortly after the end of WWII.
Paradoxically, these young survivors who had been stripped of their Dutch citizenship by the
occupation had survived their ordeal of separation from their parents with the help of good
Dutchmen, and had lived, sometimes for years, in a Gentile environment, suddenly found
themselves in the center of a stormy debate about their ethnicity. Their Jewish birth, which had
been the sole defining aspect in their young lives, now was downplayed and marginalized by
official guidelines designed not to give Jews a separate standing from other Dutchmen. This was
largely the doing of Gezina1 (sometimes Gesina) van der Molen, a deeply religious Calvinist legal
mind and former
Keywords:

1.

Ruth Samuel Tenenholtz; Holocaust; Jewish orphans; Missionaries; Catholic Church; the
Netherlands (Holland).

Gezina (Gesina) van der Molen (1892-1978) played an important part in the Protestant Women's Movement. She was
the first woman to take her Ph.D. at the Free University in 1937. In 1919 women obtained suffrage. Van der Molen's
ambition to play an active part in politics was, however, thwarted. The Antirevolutionary Party refused to propose
female candidates. In the Reformed Churches, women did not have a vote. During the war she played a leading part in
the Resistance. She sought a responsible post after the liberation: the chairmanship of the Commission on the Custody
of War Foster Children. Most of these orphans were Jewish. Van der Molen was inclined to assign the custody of
many of them to Gentile foster parents. This led to a bitter clash with the surviving Jewish community. From 1947
Van der Molen served as a lector in international law. Her biography sheds light on a capable woman who was both
ambitious and a member of the Reformed Churches - a combination not without difficulties.
She remained unmarried and established a household with her friend Mies Nolte. This life permits us to view Dutch
Calvinism from unexpected and often neglected angles: those of women, the unmarried, the active core of the
Resistance. The point of view of the Jewish community is of special interest. It may help to understand what
Calvinism really was - and how it changed. A comparative approach will sharpen this understanding. Can Van der
Molen's career be compared with that of women of the same generation, or was she a case sui generis?
http://www.inghist.nl.
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gezina_van_der_Molen www.onderzoekinformatie.nl
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resistance fighter, and the woman who took charge of the OPK (war foster children) commission
in charge of deciding the Jewish orphans’ future. She laid down a ground rule which insisted that
marking these children as Jews would be prejudicial (Verhey (1991), p. 79; Fishman (1973), p. 3).
More than 20 years after Verhey and Fishman’s strong critique of Van Der Molen is OPK
leadership, Isaac Lipschitz wrote that official government policy demanded that “in the post-war
Netherlands there should be no discrimination between Jew and non-Jew. This had been the
German way of doing business, [and therefore, now] Jews could not be treated as members of the
Jewish community, but exclusively as members of the Dutch community” (Lipschitz (2001), p. 12
[m.t.]).2 This policy effectively destroyed the Jews' single advantage in claiming custody of their
orphans. The moral argument that Jews had not been persecuted as Dutchmen but as Jews, and in
this capacity had suffered their material and immaterial damage, had no bearing. Overall,
minimizing the persecution of the Jews hampered their rehabilitation and re-integration in the
fabric of society (pp.12-13).
The semantics also put the Jews at a disadvantage. The very term 'war foster children' -Oorlogspleegkinderen “obfuscated the identity of the overwhelming majority of these children,
who were simply Jewish [refugee] orphans” (Fishman (1984), p. 425). The argument, then, boiled
down to a question of the best interest of the child without considering the unique and extremely
painful circumstances under which these children had been removed from their parental homes.
After all, the process of placing the Jewish refugees in Gentile households was hardly
accompanied by legal paperwork. In fact, the entire transaction, because of its illegality, was
secretive and dangerous, and punishable by death if discovered by the Nazi occupation. A further
complication was the fact that the Netherlands did not have adoption laws. Until 1956, children
who could not remain with their biological parents could be placed in orphanages or foster families
which then served as legal guardians, but they could not be adopted; the biological parents could
always come to claim their children, and the foster families' legal and material responsibilities
toward the child in their care were limited (Spranger and De Jong (2006). n.p.).3 The absence of
clear-cut guidelines governing who should ultimately be responsible for the upbringing of these
young children probably contributed greatly to the entire controversy. Moreover, there was no
precedent for suddenly having hundreds of children whose status had been brought about by such
tragic circumstances. Gezina van der Molen’s legal training ensured that she was familiar with the
vagaries in the Dutch legal system concerning child custody and guardianship. This may explain
why as early as 1944, with the war still on, she already designed protocols to establish the OPK,
whose guidelines were to regulate the status of the children after the liberation. Her proposals were
sent to the Dutch government-in-exile in London, and approved (Evers-Emde & Flim (1995) pp.
96-97; Flim, Bert Jan (1996), p. 356). Her resistance work with the children made her the person in

2.

M.t., my translation.

3.

N.p. no page number.
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the right place, and while the Netherlands were under emergency rule, she allowed herself to be
appointed head of the OPK commission she had essentially created.
Recently, renewed interest in Van Der Molen’s activities has raised questions regarding her
motives. Gert van Klinken, lecturer of church history in the Netherlands, and the author of Gezina
van der Molen’s latest and controversial biography, offers an ambiguous portrait of this woman.
Hers “is a CV which few can put on the table. And yet, in retrospect her life is regarded with
disdain. The reason: her absolute conviction in her own rightness. She did not watch scores of her
friends die [during the war] only to meekly return the helm to the same authorities who had so
clearly failed in her eyes.” Carried to the extreme, she wished to see “… the ideal for which she
fought during the war, continued after the liberation: a Christian Netherlands” After all, writes
Van Klinken, “…she saw herself [and her group] as the best of the nation” and as a result
everything could be “subservient to her high ideals.” This is especially true of the way she made
the solution of the Jewish war orphans “subservient to her own personal ideal.” Considering that
her “actions were far from democratic”, much of the criticism about her leadership is justified
(Gert van Klinken (2007), “Gezina van der Molen, Geprezen en Verguisd” [Praised and Vilified],
n.p [m.t.].).
Van Der Molen argued that the Jewish children had long forgotten their origins and were already
an integral part of their Christian foster families. Therefore, she saw no obstacle to requesting the
courts to terminate the parental rights of the biological parents, and subsequently decide the child's
future based merely on what she deemed to be the child's best interest. Moreover, the parents’
suffering in the concentration camps would have so damaged them that they could no longer
function as effective guardians of their own children. And finally, she wrote that
should the foster parents wish to raise the child, and are in a position to educate the child in
keeping with his talents, the environment from which he came, and considering that the child
has become an integral part of this family, we do not wish to tear loose these bonds
(http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adoptie_in_Nederland [m.t.]).

When the biological parents were dead, the process was even more biased toward the wartime
caregivers.
The Anneke Beekman story exemplifies the struggle between the OPK and the Jewish community
in the Netherlands. This toddler, in spite of her very Dutch-sounding name, was born into a strictly
orthodox-Jewish family, in 1940. On the eve of their deportation East, her parents placed the child
with the Moorsts, two elderly Catholic spinsters, living in Hilversum, not far from Amsterdam.
There was no question that her stay there was meant to be temporary, but like the majority of
Dutch Jewry4, the Beekmans did not survive. They were murdered in Sobibor in July, 1943
4.

A full 75% of Dutch Jewry, the highest percentage in Western, Europe, were killed by the Nazis. Buses and trainsrun by Dutchmen - took the captured Jews to Westerbork, and from there, trains left for Sobibor, and later Auschwitz
and Bergen Belsen every Tuesday up until September,1944 http://www.annefrank.com.
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(Fishman (1978), p. 3). In 1945, surviving relatives came for Anneke, but acting according to Van
Der Molen's OPK instructions, the child’s rescuers refused to relinquish her. Subsequently, the
courts rejected the Beekman family’s petition, based on their youth “and because they had no
children of their own.” Moreover, they were secular Jews, and as such deemed unqualified
guardians to raise a child born to orthodox parents. This religious argument was used time and
again, often by opposite sides and often with opposite effect (Verhey, p. 178 [m.t.]). The question
why a non-observant Jewish household would be less suitable to a Jewish child than a devoutly
Catholic one was not answered by the OPK. Therefore, the argument of Jewish religiosity as a
valid premise must be rejected. A more likely one is that the Dutch court simply was not ready to
take Anneke from the Moorst sisters even though at that point the latter had already announced
that they wished to have the child baptized. No injunction was issued to prevent this in spite of the
Resistance’s strict policies against baptism throughout the war (Flim (1996), p. 325).
Anneke’s case was not all that rare. In a recent interview, Avirama Golan quoted investigative
journalist Elma Verhey’s as follows, “the period between 1945 and 1949 was a ‘small Holocaust’,
[and] many hidden children in the Netherlands feel that their war began the day after the war.” As
Verhey saw it, neither Dutch Jewry nor Dutch society as a whole has yet begun to unveil the
horrifying story of the children: not those who were deported to concentration camps and suffered
from the German Nazi tortures on foreign soil, but rather those who were hidden in the
Netherlands and remained alive (Golan (2005), “Their Small Holocaust” n.p).
Verhey spoke from a clear advantage. Both her 1991 book Om Het Joodse Kind, about the
workings of Gezina van der Molen and the OPK, as well as her (controversial) 2005 book Kind
van de Rekening about the way the Jewish organizations had handled the orphans’ finances,
benefited from the time which had passed. She had the advantage of perspective and, as an
uninvolved party, also the objectivity to wonder why, for instance, two years had to pass before the
Dutch courts made any decisions regarding the Beekman girl, and why an entire year had elapsed
before any government official looked into the physical surroundings of the 4-year-old,
considering her caretakers were two elderly spinsters and the potential adoptive family was young.
Verhey, who is not Jewish, is one of those who hinted at missionary motivations for this oversight
and based her suspicions on the fact that while the Jewish community, in the form of the LeEzrath HaJeled- Het Kind ter Hulpe (The child-aid organization) had actually been given
custody, the Moorst sisters steadfastly refused to give up the child under the claim that Anneke
herself refused to return to a Jewish environment. While she was aware of her Jewish birth, that
was in the past and now she was Catholic, the women claimed (Verhey, p. 179). At the time the
child was 6 years old, but the ‘foster-aunts’ took her conversion seriously to the point of
relinquishing physical custody, and smuggling her out of the Netherlands in order to keep her
within the Church.
The Le-Ezrath HaJeled was actually established in August, 1945, only a few months after the
OPK opened its doors in May, 1945, and it was hoped that the Jewish organization, funded in part
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by the JCC, would take over from the OPK, however, because of its strong Zionist tendencies,
many Dutch Jews opposed the organization’s demand that it be allowed to deal with the war
orphans (http://geschiedenis.vpro.nl/programmas).
The motives behind saving Jewish children during WWII has often been discussed on two levels.
On the one hand, there was the child’s innate right to life which needed to be protected, but at
times the rescue was motivated by a wish to save the child’s soul through conversion. In the
verzuild- ‘pillarized’5 Netherlands, a society built around religious and/or political affiliation from
which the Dutch Jewish community was excluded, the Jews had long learned to live with
missionary efforts and other manifestations of (covert) anti-Semitism. After the war, the return to
business as usual included turning a blind eye to such endemic anti-Semitism. It was, however,
ever-present. Already at the Amsterdam train station, where so-called repatriating Jews were
processed by the authorities and examined by doctors, “…the Mission had pitched their tents in the
hope of making a few new souls” (Lipschitz, p. 15 [m.t.]). Another stumbling block to reclaiming
the Jewish orphans was the fact that the post-war cabinet had a Catholic majority
(www.parlement.com).
Haya Brasz related how Jews were mistreated and/or cursed by fellow Dutchmen in 1945, but
rationalized these events. Their apologetic attitude is a case in point and may explain why the
Moorst sisters were so successful and why the Jewish organizations took so long before turning to
court action to place Anneke in a Jewish environment (Le-Ezrath Ha’Am, XX-XXI).6
In defense of the many good Dutchmen who risked their lives, saved scores of Jewish children,
and returned them to their families, I include the text from two authentic postcards in my
possession which show that notwithstanding guidelines already sent out to the Gentile families or
the war-parents’ wish to raise their young charges, they acknowledged the morally inalienable
rights of the biological parents and relinquished the children, in spite of their personal difficulty to
do so. The first postcard was written a few days after my parents’ own liberation, in April, and
shows that virtually my father’s first act was the search for his daughters. The second note is dated
six weeks later, May of the same year, and shows the relationship between the adults, and the child
and her rescuers. It also shows how long it took to bring the little girl in question home. She is
actually my older sister and was born in the same year as Anneke Beekman. Up to 1945 their

5.

Pillarization: In Dutch : Verzuiling. A phenomenon characteristic for the Netherlands and Belgium - the organization
of society in four pillars, a Catholic, a Protestant, a Liberal and a Social Democratic pillar (NL). The pillars have their
own church, political party, newspaper, radio, labor union, school etc. The term emerged during the Interbellum.
http://www.zum

6.

This paper was printed in editions of 500 by Dutch Jews who had been hidden in the South of the Netherlands, the
first area to be liberated, and distributed by the advancing (Jewish) Allied soldiers who handed out copies any time
they found Jewish survivors, in an attempt to establish contact between those still alive. Some interesting columns in
the paper are items concerning Jewish identity, such as news from Palestine, information about Jewish holidays, lists
of survivors looking for relatives, and names of contact persons in every town.
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stories are similar,7 but in my sister’s case, the Dutch family returned their young charge and
maintained loving contact with her until “mother Dekker” died in the late 1990s. She was there to
walk her war-child to the wedding canopy, side by side with the two mothers of the couple, and at
her funeral, she was eulogized by both her biological son and her war-child. Secondly, the note
shows how my father wanted to resume his routine, did not define himself as a victim of the war,
and knew that the Dutch government did not see him as such. This is first-hand, documented proof
and bears out what Brasz and Fishman discussed. “The history of the Jewish war orphans in the

7.

Date unclear

Dear Mr. & Mrs. D.;*

My name is .---. and I have been told that you are taking care of a Jewish child called J. C. I.. She answers to the name
of Marianne. We heard this just now after endless investigation in Leeuwarden, but I am stranded before the Ijssel.
We will try to reach you, but this is difficult. Perhaps you can pass through Nijverdal? Military documentation is
under way. Can you please reply to this note as I am close to desperation
Nijverdal, May 28,1945

Dear Mr. & Mrs. D.;

Since last week we are all together again and slowly we are adjusting. Marianne liked the car ride from your house to
ours, but everything is so strange for her and foreign. She keeps on talking about you all, about Ermelo (the town), her
sisters and brothers and father and uncles and aunts. She compares all the time. It is sweet. Nijverdal with Ermelo.
“We have a big house in Ermelo too.” She is adjusting a little and plays with other children in what is left of our
garden. We stand facing life in shock. We do our best to make a new beginning, but it is all so very difficult. A large
part of the village has been destroyed. We would like to leave this place, but how? I have applied for several
positions, and have forwarded my diplomas, but so far without success. It may be months before anything will be
happening in business, and help is forthcoming for war victims only. Anyhow, our little family, thank G-d is whole,
and that is a great blessing, in spite of all the suffering. How are you, dear Mrs. D., now that your protégé is not with
you any more? We well understand that this is very difficult for you, but you have truly done an extraordinary thing
and we will never forget what the H. family and the D. family have done for us. We hope to send you a longer letter
very soon, and meanwhile remain with friendly regards, and a big hug from Marriane.
*

m.t the original was written in tiny script on the back of a postcard – see illustration.
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Netherlands testifies to the overriding desire of the Dutch Jewish community to survive” and this
survival was predicated on remaining in the Netherlands, as in 1946 there was little talk of
Zionism there. The battle for every single one of the orphans caused a painful fracture in the belief
that the Dutch People and the government would see returning these children to surviving relatives
or their social environment as a sacred obligation (Fishman (1973), p.1).
Where the biological parents went searching for their children, the situation was less complicated.
This was especially true if parents recovered their children very shortly after the war ended, before
the OPK had managed to contact all the Gentile families who had hidden children. However, the
longer the search went on, or the later it started, the more difficult it became to claim the children.
Both Golan and Verhey related several cases where biological parents, returning from the camps,
were denied the custody of their children by the Dutch courts, and my own family had to deal with
one childless couple who for several years begged my parents to leave one of my sisters with
them, as they had rescued her and as such felt entitled to raise her. Although there was no recourse
to legal action, the emotional toll was considerate. Statistically, the chance that the Jews would
survive the persecution and deportation was poor, and most Dutchmen who took in Jewish
children realized this, for better or worse. To begin with, a full 50% of the Jews in hiding were
betrayed. According to Joop Sanders fewer than 10,000 Dutch Jews survived in hiding, and out of
those, about 4,000 were children. Deduct the more or less 1500 orphans, and there are 2,500
children with 6,000 adults looking for their offspring (Sanders (1992), p. 75). This information
emphasizes that not only were very few Dutch Jewish households intact after the liberation, but
percentage-wise, the number of Jewish minors in need of a home was overwhelming. Adults, on
the eve of their deportation, and aware that they might never return to claim their children,
sometimes made pacts with relatives and friends to the effect that whoever survived would raise
the children of the other. However, when adult survivors tried to gain custody, this quest proved
far from simple.8
Whenever the Beekman case comes up, Rebecca Meljado’s name is mentioned as well. Her fate
was initially perhaps more harrowing than Anneke’s, for she was shuttled back and forth between
the Jews and the Gentiles. She was removed from her elderly savior’s house and temporarily
placed in the Jewish orphanage. Friends of her parents had been given custody, but Rebecca never
reached their home. In 1948 she was “abducted for the third time” and disappeared for several
years. Only in 1954 was she rediscovered with the help of Dutch and Belgian police”. Actually,
both Anneke and Rebecca were hidden in the same Belgian convent, but the former was whisked
away as the police were pounding on the front door, and once again eluded discovery (Verhey, pp.
180-181; www.time.com/time)

8.

This also shows that the children were seen as an integral part of the Jewish community and allowed to go into hiding
with the understanding that they would return to the Jewish community. Where claims were successful, children were
raised by uncles and aunts, or neighbors. Some grew up in families where the parents were not much older than
themselves.
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During the war, both girls had been cared for by elderly, unmarried, deeply religious Christians of
small means, and it is unlikely that these women could have orchestrated or financed the
international disappearance of their charges without help from the Church. The only motive that
makes sense is one of religious fervor. The Catholic Church had a vested, dogmatic interest in
keeping these children from returning to Judaism, and in smuggling the girls across the border, the
foster mothers lost the children more permanently than if they had been in the Netherlands with
their legal (Jewish) guardians so that visits might have been possible, as it happened with my own
sister. And so, the claim that they wanted these girls as their own children does not stand.9
A major obstacle to the return of the orphans to the Jewish community was the ethnic make-up of
the commission in charge of placing the children. The Jews in the OPK commission were a
minority, and their beliefs ran the gamut from orthodox to liberal, Zionist, or unaligned, so that not
all even identified as Jews. On paper all denominations were represented, but in fact, non-Jews
were in agreement concerning their religious interests, while the Jews represented diverse points of
view. Gezina van der Molen clung steadfastly to her principles of viewing the Jewish children as
Dutch only, attaching no importance to their Jewish birth, or their parents’ convictions. As a result,
the Jewish community remained impaled on the horns of the dilemma of going against the families
which had kept the children from a certain death and insisting that “the problem of the war orphans
was a Jewish one, and that under the tradition of Dutch law each religious community was entitled
to autonomy in its own affairs” (Brasz (1995), pp. 66-69); Fishman (1973), p. 2). Notwithstanding
this law, Gezina van der Molen remained intransigent and refused to reconsider her position
regarding the orphans’ identity and ethnicity. Her Christian beliefs included missionary
convictions, and this constituted the gravest blow to the Jewish community. OPK’s standpoint, as
manifested by Van der Molen’s inability (or unwillingness) to understand Jewish identity in the
secular sense greatly hampered claiming Jewish orphans from non-orthodox homes, and Jews who
had intermarried were at a disadvantage as well. Their claims for custody of orphaned relatives
were viewed with disdain, and once Jewish ethnicity could be ignored, Van der Molen was free to
insist on the child’s best interest as the only parameter. The latter was adhered to up to declaring
parents who had been through the camps unfit to raise their children, and at times to claim
abandonment based on the parents’ incarceration in the camps (Evers-Emden (1995), pp. 96-99).
Again, the problem was Van Der Molen's reputation as a woman of principle and a respected
resistance fighter. She had saved many Jewish children, and her emergency appointment to head
the OPK commission may have been construed by her as a first step into government. In any
event, the OPK with Van Der Molen in control was a major cause for the long, drawn-out battles
fought over the children and their often tragic outcome for the adult survivors as well as the
children themselves (Verhey, pp. 181-182).
9.

Many Dutch war children remained in contact with their Gentile saviors. My own sisters did, and were walked to their
wedding canopy by three mothers. My second-cousin’s bride was walked to the wedding canopy by the nun who had
kept her safe from the day she was three weeks old until she was 4.
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Something of Van Der Molen’s motives and beliefs emerges from letters she wrote to Abraham de
Jong- later Avraham Yinon, who was at the center of the Jewish opposition to Van Der Molen’s
OPK leadership. From a letter dated July 1st, 1946, it emerges that Van Der Molen and De Jong
had been slugging things out in the newspapers, and her letter was a private response to this very
public disagreement.
I thank you for the article about our children in the NIW the Jewish Weekly. Beyond saying
that I understand your need to respond to my own article from the weekly Trouw (a Christian
weekly newspaper), I won’t say anything because we will never see the end of it. Only two
things I want to tell you. My emphatic expression concerning the heavy sacrifices made were
underlined because I wanted to foreground them. You know that on this point I am hardly
sentimental and that I hardly ever allude to the dangers which were connected to the
underground activities. But, on the other hand, this does show that has too often been forgotten
or marginalized. All those who sacrificed in this manner, have the right to hear a few words of
recognition, even if this does not happen very often.
You say to me that you can count at the most 7 Jews on our commission. I remember, that in
Palestine you talked of 6, and I wonder who has meanwhile been “promoted” (her quotation
marks). Of course, my latter comment is not that important, but this is: if you do not consider
3-4 of the members of our commission as Jews, than neither are a large number of our
children, in the same sense, for they were born to parents with similar points of view as these
gentlemen; it is for this reason that I have never been able to grasp your reasoning on this
point. You say that you do not grasp mine, and I believe you.
More and more do I come to the realization that we shall never find a middle ground, in spite
of all our good intentions. The most recent commission meeting was an eye-opener in that
respect for me and at the same time it was greatly disappointing. After our private
conversation the other day, I thought that I could count on a different attitude on your part,
without setting aside our basic differences. Let me remind you that you have always
underlined this difference of opinion, but never the way it came to the fore at the meeting. The
fact that concerning [one of the orphans] your point of view saw a complete victory is due to
my own loyalty to the opposition [members] on the commission, but this is hardly appreciated,
and has not led to a more temperate attitude on your part. I have many more examples [of
opposition behavior] which clearly show my own sincere wish to achieve an honest and loyal
cooperation [with the Jews]… I regret that our differences of opinion widen the distance
between us, and while in your circles there is much talk of anti-Semitism, I wonder if the same
circles do not suffer from a strong anti-Christianism.

This letter shows the depth of the Jewish-Gentile rift over identify and ethnicity, but it also shows
a woman deeply convinced that she is the only person capable of making the right choices.
On July 27th of the same year, Van Der Molen wrote De Jong again, this time in reaction to the
demonstrative walk-out of the Jewish OPK members. She expressed her regrets of this act, yet
reiterated her love for the “Jewish child” and accused De Jong and the Jewish community of
breaking off their cooperation.
Although we often disagree on the best interest of the individual child, for the most our
decisions have been taken in the spirit of you and yours (the Jewish community). We have
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seldom hesitated to break bonds which were as close and dear to the child as those with his
biological parents. We have acted in this manner in spite of broad opposition nationwide, and
in spite of the feeling that we have given in too often to Jewish pressure groups such as yours,
and yet we have not succeeded in gaining your trust. This is painful to me. Personally, I am
wholly convinced that we do everything in our power to find the rightful solution for every
problem in our path. It must be understood that we are not allowed to lose sight of the
psychological repercussions for the children which are the result of our decisions.
I am saddened that the Jewish members of the commission turned to the Minister of Justice
and that his letter hints that the commission's decisions run counter to Dutch family law. This
seems like a political step to me and meant to underscore the walkout. I cannot imagine that
you are serious in this charge. You know that the commission tends to accept the unanimous
wishes of the [children's] relatives on condition that the courts concur [with these wishes].
You also know that we try to take into account the clear and obvious belief system of the
[biological] parents. You also know that if it is deemed necessary to place the child in a
different family, the child is then placed in a Jewish environment.

In her own words, the rights of potential Jewish guardians are low on the pecking order, and
obstructed by many legal barriers. The relatives must agree which of them should raise the child,
then the courts must approve this choice and get the OPK agreement on the matter. And finally,
should the Gentile family decide that they do not wish to raise the Jewish child any further, the
Jewish community may then assume guardianship. This hardly sounds like a helpful protocol,
designed to find a truly acceptable solution, palatable to the Jewish community as much as to the
Gentile rescuers. Moreover, calling the Jewish community a pressure group is highly prejudicial,
and hardly promises cooperation. It really is no wonder there was so much strife and the
cooperation broke down when the Jewish members of the commission simply resigned en bloc. It
seems that Van Der Molen’s conclusion to stick by her guns is characteristic, and so is the
statement that it is merely unfortunate that De Jong cannot understand the rightness of her path.
I regret your inability to accept that there are Jews, and thus also parents of our children who
have a different outlook than the one you and yours see as the one and only right one. There is
no point to continue this discussion. We shall continue our work in the same spirit and with
the same objectivity which we have observed thus far.

These letters paint a portrait of a woman wholly convinced of the righteousness of her path, and
may be interpreted as intransigent, and even intolerant. Her repeated use of the term “our children”
suggests a sense of ownership, or perhaps love toward the children, but it certainly suggests that
she felt that she had earned the right to decide their fate, based on her own endangerment on their
behalf. It is the writing of a woman motivated by her own view of right and wrong, and the sense
that parenthood can even be a prize awarded for services rendered.
The third letter is different. It is dated June 29, 1948. De Jong had already made aliya and was
living in Israel, at “Meshek Jeladim Pardess Hanna Palestine”. He was running a home for
orphaned children whom he had taken to Israel together with his biological family. The Jewish
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State had been declared and was in the middle of its first official war of existence. Van Der
Molen’s salutation at the top of the letter is no longer formal and official. “Dear Bram” she wrote,
an affectionate diminutive for the tedious-sounding Abraham.
For some time now I wanted to write to you, but I kept putting it off, since I thought that the
post to Palestine would not get through in any case. I wish to inform you that I sympathize
with the struggle in Palestine. I am of the opinion that the United Nations should offer Israel
not only moral, but also military help against the illegal attack from the Arab side against her.
After all, the United Nations obliged both sides to accept the partition of Palestine (an act
which I mourn) and in case one of the parties decides not to accept this decision it is only
reasonable that the other party be protected from an attack of the other party. In my eyes it is a
scandal that our country has not yet recognized the State of Israel, even though I know fully
well this is a result of a fear of the reaction of the Moslem population in the Dutch Indies. In
my opinion, this should not be an argument. I vent these opinions time and again in election
speeches given at this time at various venues, and the reaction is always a friendly applause.
Meanwhile, the situation in Palestine remains precarious and we are deeply moved by the lack
of unity in the Jewish camp, as emerges based on the actions of the Irgun Zeva Leumi. How
awful that in this life-and-death struggle there is also an internal lack of cooperation. Still, I
hope from the bottom of my heart that the Jews will be equal to the struggle and that finally
there will be found a quiet place on earth where they can continue their admirable renewal.
Our heart goes out to Palestine and as I already told you, we hope to return there in the near
future.

I am sometimes asked if it is true that baptized Jews are excluded from the society in Israel and
that they do not have civil rights there. I deny that this is so, strongly. After all, the State of Israel
underwrites full freedom of religion and I believe that baptized Jews are even members of the
Haganah. The State of Israel must realize that these people can be both enthusiastic members of
the Jewish commonwealth, while accepting the religious precepts of Christianity . (From original
and unpublished letters by Gezina van der Molen, the Institute for research of Dutch Jewry,
Hebrew University, Mt. Scopus, Jerusalem).
This last statement shows the depth of her inability to understand Jewish identity.
Van Der Molen ends with some news of the OPK. “There are still some 40 Jewish children in nonJewish families, and we have to make a decision about them. Within the year we expect to end our
activities.” She does not say how she will decide in their case, then signs the letter with a personal,
and cordial greeting from herself and her Catholic, female partner, M. Nolte.
The two official letters from 1946 are filled with legal jargon which make them tedious reading
even beyond the old-fashioned language. They reveal Van Der Molen's beliefs vis-à-vis the rights
of Jewish children as Jews, namely that these are secondary to other interests, and she censors
anyone who wishes to predicate every decision regarding the children on the fact of their birth.
Even her third letter, which was sympathetic on the one hand and extremely friendly toward the
newly born Jewish State, here, too, there was an undertone of censorship and lack of
understanding.
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Verhey has always claimed that Van Der Molen set out to help the Jewish children in the hope of
saving not only bodies but souls. And while it is true that Van Der Molen joined the child-rescue
work rather late, in 1943, when the majority of Dutch Jewry had already been deported, it is also
true that well before that, Van Der Molen was a staunch anti-fascist who had refused to sign the
Aryan-act in 1942, and as a result could not work as a civil servant. Moreover, as long as trains left
the Netherlands for unknown destinations in the East, she continued to give talks in churches and
other venues, urging fellow Dutchmen to take in Jews, both adults and children The latter was a
rather dangerous endeavor, but according to Miep Nolte, her lifelong friend and roommate, she
never wavered and was not betrayed (http://www.hdc.vu.nl/Inventarissen).
Gezina van der Molen was vocal about her convictions and active in the distribution of illegal
newspapers. Her legal career has proven her to be a champion of equality for women, in all walks
of life. Yad VaShem recognized her efforts on behalf of the Jewish children and in 1998 honored
her as a Righteous Gentile, and yet, she remains a controversial and disputed figure.
Not long ago, the Dutch Catholic Radio Broadcasting Corporation, KRO, showcased her life story
and in the on-line promo for the program, freely translated into English, headlined it as “Praised
and Vilified”, and rhetorically asked, “With the Good Guys During the War, with the Bad Guys
after?” (http://profiel.kro.nl/2007/0502van_der_molen). I asked the Dutch historian Bert Jan Flim
to help me out in settling the Van Der Molen controversy either way, be it on the praise or
vilification side. This is his reply:
Gezina van der Molen and Avraham de Jong had a love/hate relationship. It is true that she
could never fathom the meaning of Jewish identity, but she possessed a deep understanding of
human dignity and its corresponding broad set of values and norms. I do not believe that she
sought to place Jewish orphans with Dutch Reform families in a bid to win souls (B. J. Flim,
personal communication, March 17, 2008).

Nevertheless, history has proven that in the Beekman case, Van Der Molen certainly stood behind
the Moorst sisters (the foster mothers) in their struggle to retain Anneke and help her convert. She
strongly opposed legal action against them and appealed to Cardinal De Jong10 for support. “It
would be regrettable for all of us if we were to be forced to participate in the prosecution of Dutch
women who during the difficult years of occupation put their own safety in jeopardy for the sake
of saving the life of a child”, she wrote (Verhey, pp. 181-182). The Church leaders preferred to
remain officially uninvolved, but their laissez faire attitude sent a strong message to the Moorst
10. Utrecht - Archbishop Johannes de Jong, who in 1946 was appointed Cardinal by Pope Pius XII, during WWII became
a formidable opponent of Nazi ideology, Nazi-Germany, and its henchmen in the Netherlands. He spoke up for the
persecuted Jews. De Jong died 50 years ago and the recent anniversary of his death was used to commemorate his
outspokenness during the German occupation of the Netherlands, 1940-1945. On July 26, 1942, priests at all Roman
Catholic churches in the country read the pastoral letter by De Jong protesting the deportation of Jews, and
encouraging them to use the alms collection to help the Jews. . In a reprisal, the Germans rounded up about 200 Jews
who had converted to Roman Catholic faith. Date published: Sunday, October 23, 2005 www.godutch.com/
windmill/newsItem.asp?id=830.
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sisters that their actions were not against Church teachings. (p. 182). As the government quickly
gave up even the semblance of searching for Anneke, and Queen Wilhelmina did not see fit to
intervene in any way, it became possible to have her secretly baptized in 1949 (Fishman (1978), p.
4).
That the Moorst sisters did not act alone emerged from a correspondence from 1947 which brought
to light that the political clout of the Catholic Church was behind their actions. The women turned
to Alexander Fievez, a Catholic government Minister11, and complained that to them it seemed as
if
…all the Jews in our country occupy a privileged position. …The foster mothers, by putting
our lives in the balance have earned a right to this child. We know of quite a few such children
who suffer under the negative attitude [meaning that children were returned to a Jewish
environment] of the [OPK] commission and who will doubtlessly grow up into embittered
adults. The Jews will then undoubtedly blame the Christians for this too (Verhey, p. 183).

The “negative attitude” alluded to in the letter relates to the fact that foster families were not
automatically awarded custody of the Jewish orphans they had sheltered. If nothing else, this letter
leaves little doubt as to the women’s attitude toward the Jews, and suggests that they may have
saved the child’s life out of mixed motives. The saving of the “soul” may have been the more
important aspect, as there is little evidence that the Moorst sisters merely longed to raise a child as
their own. To begin with, they did not keep her in their home, and allowed her childhood to pass in
uncertainty as she was whisked from caregiver to caregiver and place to place for years. They
certainly robbed her of the chance to know of her Jewish heritage. The idea that the Moorst
women were motivated by religious fervor rather than love for a small girl is reinforced by the fact
that they played a role in the Rebecca Meljado disappearance as well (p. 184).
With the disbanding of the OPK commission in 1949, and the placement of most orphans in a
more or less permanent environment, the whole controversy might have died down, but in 1953 a
new scandal broke; this time in France, and at its center, once again, the Catholic Church and
Canon law, in a pitched battle to supersede the laws of the land (p. 185). The case concerned two
small French-Jewish boys who had disappeared under circumstances similar to those of Beekman
and Meljado. Eventually the two brothers were traced to a convent which specialized in converting
Jewish children, and released in the custody of their Israeli aunt (p. 185). This was, of course, the
Finaly case, which made international headlines, including the Netherlands, where an indignant
Dutch press exploded with headlines like “Abduction shakes France; Rising anti-clericalism;
Tragedy in France: Two Jewish children baptized and abducted to Spain”, but soon enough there
was the realization that the Netherlands had its own scandal and Anneke Beekman returned to the

11. Fiévez, Alexander Helenus Johannes Leopoldus (1902-1949) was twice a member of the Dutch cabinet after the war.
The Catholic party was extremely influential, and Fievez served as Minister of War and Marine warfare. He held a
position of great power during the 3 years he served in this high position (http://www.inghist.nl).
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national headlines, first in a scathing editorial in the NIW, Nieuw Israelitisch Weekblad (New
Jewish Weekly [m.t.], and later in the general press headlined as “the Dutch Finaly Case” (p. 185186). And so, finally, seven years after the war ended, Anneke Beekman became the poster child
for the struggle of the Jewish community’s right to raise its children, for the child with the Dutchsounding name, more than Rebecca Meljado, symbolized the Jewish community’s battle for a
unique ethnic identity.
For a year the polemic raged in the Dutch media in both the Christian and Jewish press. Catholic
clergy openly supported the idea that practicing Catholics could be allowed to act according to
their conscience and against the legal government of a country, in order to save a soul. An open
statement to that effect, made by Cardinal Alfrink12 set off a flurry of reaction in Protestant and
Jewish circles (De Haagse Post [Hague Post] (1954), quoted in Fishman (1984), n.p.).
In terms of Jewish identity, the Beekman case ended badly. Anneke remained underground, and
lived across the Dutch border until she came of age. Legally her own guardian at that point, she
returned to the Netherlands and the public eye in 1961. She was interviewed on television,
appeared wearing a large cross, and when questioned, professed to know nothing about Jews or
Judaism. She only reiterated time and again that her Catholic kidnappers had actually been her
saviors and she had embraced Catholicism out of conviction. Now 67 years old, she lives in
France, has raised a family, admitted to being a little less wholeheartedly Catholic and somewhat
less distant from her Jewish relatives, in an interview she gave to the NIW on the occasion of her
60th birthday (personal communication, J.C.I. Warradijn-Samuel, April 12, 2006).
And Gezina van der Molen? Van Klinken asks rhetorically whether “society can function without
a woman of her type” and answers that “in times of prosperity and stability, we certainly can. As
soon as general guidelines of justice are no longer recognized in the street,…. things begin to look
different.”
Dutchmen, no matter what their origins or conviction, are in search of attitudes which can
withstand the erosion of social stability. If the signs do not lie, Van Der Molen’s Calvinist
beliefs may yet enjoy a comeback: to be principled, have clear opinions of justice and
injustice, and to be unafraid (Van Klinken (2006), pp. 380-385).

I am much less sure than Van Klinken that society needs a person so strongly convinced that the
yardstick by which she measures justice is the only accurate one I could have been easily

12. Alfrink, Bernardus Johannes (1900-1987) Priesthood: Ordained, August 15, 1924. Episcopate: Elected titular
archbishop of Tiana and appointed coadjutor of Utrecht, May 28, 1951. Consecrated, July 17, 1951, Utrecht, by Paolo
Giobbe, titular archbishop of Tolemaide di Tebaide, nuncio-internuncio in the Netherlands. Apostolic administrator of
Utrecht, September 8, 1955. Transferred to metropolitan see of Utrecht, October 31, 1955. Military vicar of the
Netherlands, April 16, 1957. Cardinalate: Created cardinal priest, March 28, 1960; received red hat and title of S.
Gioacchino, March 31, 1960. President of Episcopal Conference of the Netherlands. Resigned pastoral government of
archdiocese, December 6, 1975. Death: December 16, 1987, Nijmegen, the Netherlands. Buried, St. Catharina
metropolitan cathedral, Utrecht. http://www.tldm.org.
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convinced that her religious Calvinist fervor motivated her to take missionary liberties with her
position of power over the fate and faith of the Jewish orphans, However, the 1948 letter to Bram
de Jong makes me wonder In the end, I suggest that while she may have lacked the ability to gauge
the depth and scope of Jewish identity, its all encompassing influence on a person, and the
indelible sense of belonging to a unique group in the heart of many extremely secular Jews, she
sought to act upon her sense of obligation toward mankind, and this included the Jews. In this
manner, they could not be seen by her as a separate part of society, but rather as integral members
of the human race. Gezina van der Molen acted out of deeply felt humanitarian motives when she
smuggled scores of small, helpless toddlers and infants out of the building where they were
imprisoned, away from their parents, while awaiting deportation to Westerbork, the East, and
certain death. Her actions were carried out with a great amount of danger to her personal safety,
but this did not deter her. If these children were little warm bodies first and Jewish only after that,
she acted in a similar vein after the war, in her capacity as head of the OPK.
Many of her decisions at the helm of the commission for the war orphans were infinitely painful
and unjust in the eyes of the Jewish community and members of the general public, who saw
returning the Jewish orphans to their community of origin as a debt of honor to the memory of
their murdered parents. Separating the adult survivors from the only reminders of their lost
relatives was beyond painful, and cruel in the light of so much [Jewish] suffering and loss.
Furthermore, it is a historical tragedy that her absolute vision of right and wrong could not see this,
but if Van Klinken set out to focus on “Gezina van der Molen as an exponent of her generation”,
he is correct in saying that she did not melt into the crowd, but belonged to a rare strain of
humanity, namely one of the few who were willing to stand up for the rights of man, and in that
framework, those of the Jews (Van Klinken (2006) p. 11).
Based on Van Der Molen’s letter to Avraham Yinon from 1948; the fact that Yad VaShem, after
careful examination of the facts, saw fit to honor her with the highest non-military distinction
awarded by the State of Israel; Mies Nolte’s claim that Van Der Molen’s path was determined by
her horror of what had transpired during World War I, which she saw as a failure of Christianity to
stand up for the rights of man (http://geschiedenis.vpro.nl/programmas); and finally because in the
end it all boils down to reading what was in Van Der Molen’s heart, I concur with Flim: Gezina
van der Molen’s actions were the result of what her single-minded belief system allowed her to
define as the best interest of the child. In her eyes, it was their suffering which had to be
ameliorated first. For this she could wound the survivors, and as she wrote, she was willing to
sever any bond, if attaching a child to a different one meant this would serve that child’s best
interest.
From the Jewish point of view, Van Der Molen’s role as head of the OPK was far from heroic, and
she certainly was no Solomon, although at times she was expected to be. Perhaps history would
have been better served had the OPK never been established in the first place, and had the hidden
children been allowed to return to their birth environment in the same helter-skelter way they had
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been removed from it, or had the committee been the result of a Jewish initiative. Her own
insistence upon establishing this commission, then, is a charge which could be laid at Gezina van
der Molen’s door, but the question of ulterior motives remains in doubt. Hindsight is a luxury, and
as Flim said, both sides made mistakes. In fact, Avraham Yinon-de Jong, fellow OPK member,
even chastised himself in later years for his “terrible fanaticism” in having demanded that “every
Jewish child return to a Jewish environment”, and despite his strong opposition to Van Der
Molen’s way of dealing with the orphans, he never accused her of having been motivated by
ulterior motives in her decisions regarding them. Perhaps this was so because he knew how she
had turned a blind eye to the Jewish initiative of smuggling orphans into mandatory Palestine
(Haaretz, March 7 (2003). Avraham Yinon’s grandson, Ran HaCohen recalls that his grandfather
often spoke about their disagreements, but always insisted that Gezina van der Molen was not an
anti-Semite (personal communication, Ran HaCohen, April 4, 2008).
Hopefully, with the renewed interest in her story, more primary evidence will surface which may
tip the balance in the direction of praise or vilification of this single-minded and unusual figure.
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